
Peace from the Grassroots
Training program in Armenia, 25th - 1st April 2017

Armenia became the first state in the world to adopt Christianity as a state religion, the history 
of Armenia can be dated back a long time. The country is known for its beautiful churches, 
amazing food and beautiful nature. Armenia shares boarders with Turkey, Azerbaijan and 
Georgia. The Capital of Armenia is Yerevan, which is the largest city. Armenia has its own 
official language (Armenian), but due to the soviet period in Armenia, a lot of Armenians speak 
Russian as well. When it comes to ethnic groups, Armenia contain 98% Armenians, while the 
rest is Russians and Yazidis.

Objectives and Content of the Training Course
What are the aims and objectives of this training course?

The aim of the Training Course is to empower youngsters to take an active role in transforming 
conflicts at all levels, from organizational to local and international level, with a special focus on 
participatory processes and activities.

In order to fulfill this aim, the participants will strive towards reaching these objectives:

 To understand the logics of conflicts and the power of conflict transformation at all
levels –from personal to intergroup conflicts-;

 To foster a dialogue about different types of conflict (inner conflict, interpersonal,
inter-community and interstate) among youngsters;

 To explore, share and learn participatory mechanisms to introduce in the activities
and campaigns;



 To share and exchange approaches for youth participation in different contexts; ·To
develop projects addressing community conflicts

Organization
SILBA – Initiative for Dialogue and
Democracy

More information: www.silbadk.com

SILBA – Initiative for Dialogue and Democracy is a cross-political youth organization 
working for democracy and dialogue in Eastern Europe, the Balkans and Caucasus. SILBA 
has a lot of different activities in Denmark and abroad. Our main activities are Election 
Observation Missions (EOMs) and seminars in our focus area. Every year we send young 
volunteers to participate in seminars and EOMs. The Election Observation Missions have the 
purpose of giving the Observers a deeper knowledge about the political climate in the 
different countries, observe the democratic processes on the election day and reporting the 
observations to the media. The international seminars focus on different topics such as 
integration, democracy, youth empowerment and liberty. All of the activities SILBA 
participates in are aiming to fulfill the goal of democratic development and freedom. In our 
work we cooperate with organizations from all over Europe.

Who will you be representing?

ISAGORIA – Action for Peace and Democracy is a Catalan non-profit organisation created 
at the fall of 2014 with the aim of fostering understanding and cooperation in between 
different regions of ‘geographic’ Europe. We have special focus in Easter Europe but 
also within the Caucasian region.

Our main focus in this our take-off stage is training programs funding by the 
EU Commission. We seek to bring people all over our continent under the key topics of peace 
and democracy.

Last January we started Isagoria Observatori. It is an ambitious project of creating an 
online platform to follow-up the political and social situation in Easter Europe and the Post-
USSR region.

As we are a newborn organisation, we are always welcome to new members, so if you 
enjoy the experience and want to be involved, do not hesitate to contact us!

https://www.facebook.com/isagoria/?ref=bookmarks
https://isagoriaobservatori.wordpress.com/


Participant Profile
All partners are encouraged to apply a gender selective procedure when recruiting their 
participants. This means that all of the partner organizations should strive to send both male and 
female participants. In regards of the specific participants, they are expected to meet following 
criteria:

 Be over 18 years of age

 Basic knowledge of the role of youth work in societal changes

 Good English skills as this is crucial to be able to follow the course and participate fully

 Motivation to take part in a mutual learning process in an intercultural setting

The participants are expected to participate fully in all activities. Unauthorized absence from 
activities and workshops will not be permitted and will result in cancellation of the travel 
reimbursements and will not receive a diploma for the participation in the project. We would 
really appreciate energetic and active participation!

Accommodation and food
The participants will be accommodated in double, 3-beds and 4-bedrooms. Final information’s 
about the hotel will be given later, but you will have it before you depart from your home 
countries!!
Each room has a private bathroom, toilets and is fully equipped. Bed linens and towels are 
provided. Wi-Fi is present throughout the entire hotel. Breakfasts, lunches and dinners, as well as 
two coffee breaks per day will be provided by the organizers. We strongly recommend 
participants to inform the organizers IN ADVANCE about any special needs such are dietary, 
vegetarian or any other kind of special needs.

Travel

Arrival: 25 of March, 2017 in Armenia

Departure: 2nd of April from Armenia (final day of activities is 1st of April)

Most of you will arrive in Yerevan International Airport. To find your ticket, you can use this 
link : http://www.momondo.com. Participants are granted two travel days. The first social 
activities and introduction will be after 19 o’clock the 25th of marts, so please make sure that 
you will not arrive later than this. If there are any problems with this, please contact us in good 
time.



Do not buy the ticket before you confirm us the flying time, itinerary and price (max. To be 
refund from Barcelona is 530€) of the ticket. Once approved, you will be able to book it. The 
refund will make in Euro in Armenia once all the information about your tickets have been 
confirmed.
We recommend you find your ticket as fast as possible, as early bookings tend to be cheaper. 
Participants from Armenia are requested to travel by land (train, bus, mini-bus).

Reimbursement
You will have to pay for the tickets yourself, but the money will be refunded at the end of the 
course. Make sure to keep the receipt from the bus or flight and your boarding pass as well (if 
you're travelling by flight). You will be refunded in cash, but only if you have the original 
boarding pass with you. So please remember to bring it!

If you have any further questions, you can email us here: isagoriapad@gmail.com

If you are already convinced and want to have an exciting experience, apply here.

mailto:isagoriapad@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScheW3Yt7mGX1icUPgGjGg7ei8IwoMDggBS6WxfDJzRZPlQTg/viewform



